REPORT TO OUR COMMUNITY
Our Values in Action
As the healthcare landscape evolves, providing affordable, quality care in rural America continues to be a challenge. Like many rural hospitals, 2019 was a difficult fiscal year for Margaret Mary Health. Yet, we remain financially stable and are proud of our achievements and the progress we have made in fulfilling our mission to improve the health of our communities. The strength of MMH lies in the combination of our people, our services and our facilities — all of which are vital to providing exceptional care and outcomes.

In 2019, we expanded our school telehealth program, which now covers four local school systems, and opened a robust orthopaedic practice. Providing convenient access to care for the nearly 70,000 people we serve is always at the forefront as we strive to deliver programs and services that benefit our communities.

Equally important in 2019 was the redefining of our values. These values are the backbone of our culture and how we aspire to conduct ourselves every day. As you read through this report, you will see our values are more than just words. They guide us toward delivering on our mission.

As we look ahead at the remainder of 2020, there is a level of uncertainty and fear our nation has never faced. It is in times of crisis that heroes are born. Healthcare workers have risen as heroes during the COVID-19 pandemic, although you would be hard pressed to find one who feels like a hero. To them, it’s simply part of doing their job.

During this difficult time, we have seen MMH’s values shine. We have witnessed the extra effort, commitment and compassion our providers and team members give our patients, and in return, we recognize the incredible support our communities have provided us over the past several months. We are proud of the way our team members, providers and communities have risen to this challenge — with flexibility, courage and a caring heart. We are undoubtedly stronger together. Thank you for your generosity, encouragement and continued trust in us as we face the challenges ahead.
INTRODUCING CRAIG POLKOW
VICE PRESIDENT OF FINANCIAL SERVICES AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Craig Polkow joined MMH’s leadership team as Chief Financial Officer and Vice President of Financial Services in June of 2020. Previously, he worked as Vice President of Finance for the Southern Region of St. Vincent Health in Evansville.

With more than 25 years of healthcare accounting and financial leadership experience, Craig has worked for a variety of healthcare organizations including critical access hospitals, independent community hospitals and large health systems. He earned both his bachelor’s degree and MBA from Indiana University.

In his new role, Craig is responsible for MMH’s overall financial management and provides oversight for a number of areas such as patient accounts, medical records and the business office.

Craig and his wife, Cathy, have three grown children and three grandchildren. He looks forward to getting to know our community and making a positive contribution at MMH.
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2019 BY THE NUMBERS

- 2,013 INPATIENT admissions
- 19,713 emergency and minor care visits
- 782 team members
- 759 diabetes visits
- 235,958 OUTPATIENT visits
- 494 babies delivered
- 8.1 million dollars spent on programs designed to improve the community’s health
- 8.1 million dollars spent on programs designed to improve the community’s health
- 1,295 cardiovascular screenings (cholesterol/blood pressure/blood glucose)
- $22,000 awarded in scholarships for healthcare degrees
Values can be defined as the fundamental beliefs that guide or motivate our attitudes or actions.

In 2019, after gathering insights and input from our team members and medical staff, MMH introduced a new set of core values for our organization. These qualities embody our past, reflect our present and are guideposts for our future.

Our values — which include accountability, collaboration, excellence, innovation and respect — were chosen to guide our decisions, inspire our actions and influence our relationships with our patients, colleagues and communities. They help us determine what matters most to us and reflect the behaviors that shape our next steps as we strive to be the best healthcare provider.

On the following pages, you’ll read patient stories that demonstrate how our healthcare providers and staff put our values into action each and every day.
Whether or not you believe in luck, there’s something to be said for being in the right place at the right time. Ask stroke survivor Neil Dudley of Batesville. Last fall, the ETC employee was working in a Batesville subdivision alongside his coworker, John Loichinger, when he suddenly had trouble talking.

“I felt weird and my words weren’t coming out right,” said Neil, 53. “I had a couple tools in my hand, and I dropped them. When I went to pick them up, I couldn’t grab them. Luckily, John was with me. He knew it was serious and took me to the ER right away.”

With an EMT background, John suspected Neil might be having a stroke and acted quickly. A stroke occurs when the blood supply to your brain is interrupted, preventing brain tissue from getting oxygen and nutrients. When this happens, brain cells begin to die in minutes and prompt treatment is crucial. The longer a stroke goes untreated, the greater the potential for brain damage or disability.

When Neil arrived at Margaret Mary’s emergency services department, Dr. Robert Lambert and his team quickly confirmed Neil was having a stroke and administered an IV injection designed to restore blood flow to the brain by dissolving the blood clot causing the stroke.

“The ER staff got me stabilized quickly,” said Neil. “I remember my nurse, Chloe. She was calm, focused and professional even though there had to be a tremendous amount of pressure on her.”

Once stabilized, Neil was transferred to UC Health for further testing and monitoring. For patients who are having a stroke, MMH is proud to partner with the UC Stroke Team. This means our emergency services department has received thorough training to ensure we are prepared to recognize and treat stroke patients quickly and effectively.

“I was in the right place at the right time,” said Neil. With my job, I can be working far from the hospital and often alone. I give all the credit to my buddy, John, and the ER staff for reacting so quickly. I recovered in less than two weeks with no side effects.

“I’m only 53,” added Neil. “At my age, you take a lot for granted. When something like this happens, you realize life is short.”
At MMH, collaboration is at the heart of everything we do. It takes every single member of our team — from our doctors and nurses to our housekeepers and registration staff — to provide our patients with exceptional care.

Of course, one of the most important examples of collaboration is the relationship we have with you, our patient. Whether you need help managing your cholesterol or want to improve your eating, we are grateful when you choose us to be your partner in health.

The value of collaboration doesn’t stop within the walls of our hospital. We are proud of the care we provide at MMH, however we realize we can’t do it all. For situations that require more advanced treatment than we can provide, we are proud to partner with some of our region’s finest health systems ... UC Health, The Christ Hospital, IU Health and Riley Children’s Health, to name a few.
EXCELLENCE: We strive to be the best.

At MMH, we strive for excellence every day in every single thing we do. This means we want to provide you with the best patient experience possible.

When you enter the doors of an MMH facility, there are two different types of care we provide. One involves how we treat your injury, illness or condition. The other involves how we treat you personally. To achieve excellence, we must focus on both.

As your healthcare provider, we hope you know we are committed to your safety and physical well being. Our professionals are well trained, our technology is up to date and we are committed to reducing infection rates and medication errors.

Our commitment to excellence doesn’t end there though. Just as important as our clinical skills is our drive to treat you with kindness, compassion, patience and understanding.
Over the past few years, the pain in Mary Geckle’s knees had gotten so bad she found herself requesting a wheelchair to get from one end of the airport to another. Her whole life she had considered herself to be an independent woman and at the age of 74, she wasn’t about to let that change.

“Being independent is important to me,” said Mary. “My knees had gotten so bad they were bone on bone. I couldn’t walk far without a cane. The pain held me back tremendously.”

Having moved to Batesville from Cincinnati in 2016, Mary admits she was skeptical at first about using a community hospital for her care. Her first experience with MMH was a cataract surgery.

“I was so pleased with the care I received during that surgery,” Mary said. “I’ve lived all over the U.S. and been in other hospitals. Many of them were great facilities but none of them were as personable as Margaret Mary. Here, the staff is connected and people work together well. Even the food is good, and I’m picky!”

Having built trust with the team at MMH, Mary met with Orthopaedic Surgeon Dr. William G. McDonald III and scheduled a total knee replacement on her left knee last fall. The surgery was so successful, she went ahead and had her right knee replaced three months later.

“I love Dr. McDonald,” Mary said. “He’s extremely good at what he does. The first surgery was so easy that I said, ‘Sign me up for the next one!’”

Up until the COVID-19 pandemic hit, Mary was undergoing physical therapy at MMH’s Rehab Center located on State Road 129 in Batesville.

“One month after my first knee replacement, I was walking without a cane or walker!” said Mary. “My therapists were fantastic. When they pushed me to do a little more, I found myself being able to do more.”

As for what the future holds, Mary’s goal is to keep living life to the fullest.

“I’ve been truly blessed,” said Mary. “My plan now is to stay healthy and drive to Pennsylvania to visit friends. I’m too young to sit at home.”
For Batesville resident James Dickey, receiving his cancer diagnosis was a moment he’ll never forget. At the age of 55, he was in good health and experienced no real symptoms other than a suspicious spot which had formed on the back of his tongue.

“My doctor had taken a biopsy of the area,” said James. “I remember the day I went into his office to get the results. He looked me in the eye and told me I had cancer. I felt numb.”

A man of faith, James took some time to pray and research his options before proceeding with traditional cancer treatments. When alternative options didn’t work, he started investigating cancer centers throughout the region.

“I was told I needed both radiation and chemo to fight my cancer,” said James. “Margaret Mary had just installed new radiation equipment and it was state of the art. For me, it was an easy decision. Why would I drive far for treatment when I could get the same technology and services seven minutes from home?”

MMH’s linear accelerator is designed to directly destroy cancer cells while delivering the lowest dose of radiation possible to surrounding, healthy tissue. Thanks to its pinpoint accuracy, the system can be used to treat many different types of tumors, including those in the most sensitive areas.

After meeting with MMH’s cancer care team, James soon began a comprehensive treatment plan which included weeks of radiation and chemotherapy. He also took advantage of other support services, like massage therapy and nutrition counseling.

“I was impressed with how knowledgeable the doctors and staff were,” said James. “They explained in detail what I could expect. It was evident they had treated countless patients. They were accurate, compassionate and sincere.”

It’s been three years since James received his cancer diagnosis, but now he reflects back on those days and how they helped him grow and strengthen his faith.

“Everyone has a physical, emotional, mental and spiritual side,” said James. “I’m grateful to my cancer team for addressing all of these areas. Thanks to their guidance, I sit here today and I can say I’m healed of my cancer. Praise God.”
INNOVATION
We embrace change.

MMH PARTNERS WITH THE CHRIST HOSPITAL FOR MEDICAL ONCOLOGY COVERAGE

In 2020, after thoughtful consideration for how we provide the highest-quality patient care, we decided to partner with The Christ Hospital for medical oncology coverage. This relationship provides patients with expanded access to experienced, specialized oncologists and clinical trial research. The physicians at our cancer center will be new, but our patients can rest assured they will still be supported by the same compassionate nurses and staff.

Sandy and James Dickey
ACCOUNTABILITY:
We do the right thing.

To be accountable means to take responsibility and follow through with what is promised. At MMH, our mission is to improve the health of our communities. Since 1932, we’ve been committed to that mission, but never has that commitment been so apparent as during the COVID-19 pandemic.

As cases of COVID-19 started appearing in Indiana in March, MMH’s staff responded by stepping up to assist with a multitude of responsibilities not listed in their job descriptions. Leadership went to work, ensuring the hospital had access to plenty of hospital beds and ventilators in case our floors were filled with critically ill patients. Nurses were cross trained to work in areas where they’d never worked. Some team members even spent long days fielding phone calls that came in through the COVID-19 hotline. It was a difficult time, but our staff made the commitment to do whatever it takes to serve our community. That’s accountability.
When COVID-19 began to spread across the United States, Brad Herd of Milan wasn’t overly concerned about contracting the virus. At the age of 47, he was told it wouldn’t likely pose a threat to him as he was under the age of 65 and had no underlying health conditions.

Yet, when he came down with a severe headache, fever, cough and shortness of breath, his wife, Krista, who’s a nurse, grew concerned and took him to MMH’s emergency department.

“It all went smoothly in the ER,” said Brad. “They took me straight to an exam room and decided to admit me pretty quickly. There’s a lot to be said for a local, hometown hospital and the personalized care you receive.”

After spending two nights on MMH’s inpatient unit, Brad’s health continued to decline, and hospitalist Dr. Desmond Wah called Krista with some disappointing news. He suggested Brad be put on a mechanical ventilator, a machine used to move air into and out of a patient’s lungs so the body can fight infection. At that point, it was too early to know the success rate of ventilators in the fight against COVID-19, but Krista agreed, afraid the alternative could be far worse.

Over the next few days, Brad’s health declined further, and Dr. Wah made the difficult decision to transfer him to one of MMH’s long-standing partners, UC Health. A large, academic health system, UC Health could provide him with access to more specialists, technology and experimental medications.

Brad doesn’t recall the details of the weeks he spent on a ventilator, but his medical team was amazed with his progress as he battled and beat not only COVID-19, but also MRSA pneumonia and a blood clot.

“After 19 days on a vent, my phone rang,” said Krista. “When I answered, the FaceTime opened up and there he was, looking me right in the eye! That’s when we knew we were over the hump.”

Today, Brad is doing well and back where he belongs — home with his wife and kids.

“The decision the doctor made to put me on a vent when he did and transfer me to a bigger hospital with more resources probably saved my life,” said Brad.

“He’s our guy,” added Krista. “He’s an awesome dad and a great husband. The thought of him not coming home was tough. He’s done awesome.”
Pregnant with twins, first-time mom, Morgan Hooten, couldn't help but feel anxious as her due date drew near in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. As if giving birth to two babies wasn't scary enough, she had been notified her obstetrician had contracted the virus and may not be available at her delivery.

“I was overwhelmed,” recalls Morgan. “I knew the hospital was treating a lot of sick patients, and I was prepared for chaos. It was nothing like that. When the doors to the maternity unit closed, everything was quiet. We were obviously nervous, but nothing Coronavirus-related seemed relevant.”

Up until the last few weeks before she gave birth, Morgan described her pregnancy as smooth and uneventful. She had chosen Dr. Jeffrey Hatcher as her obstetrician and recalls how relaxed he was at every appointment.

“I remember reading about twins and everything that could go wrong,” said Morgan. “Whenever I’d see Dr. Hatcher, I’d bring my questions for him. My husband, Adam, and I always felt at peace when we left.”

After reaching her 37th week of pregnancy, Morgan experienced a few hurdles. Visitor restrictions were in effect so her husband could no longer accompany her to appointments, her doctor was still out sick with COVID-19 and her blood pressure was concerningly high. Obstetrician Dr. Emily Housley had taken over for Dr. Hatcher in his absence and scheduled her for an induction.

On April 3, after laboring for 16 hours, Morgan gave birth, via C-section, to two healthy baby boys — Jaxon Joseph and Jason Howard.

“Our doctors and nurses were awesome,” said Morgan. “We didn’t know what we were having, so everyone was excited and making guesses. Over the next few days, the OB staff took such great care of us. We truly enjoyed our time there, and didn’t even mind not having visitors.”

Today, Jax and Jase are growing strong, and their parents are happy to report they’re not as tired as they thought they would be.

“Life is good,” said Morgan. “We will definitely choose Margaret Mary again if more babies are in our future. I always tease Adam we’ll get twin girls next!”
RESPECT
We value everyone.

The word respect has different meanings to different people, but at MMH, we view it as the belief that every single person — from our team members to our patients — is important. It also means we treat others with care and compassion.

For many patients, receiving medical care can leave them feeling incredibly vulnerable. Our cancer patients may worry about whether they’ve chosen the best treatment plan. Our hospice patients may be anxious about the burden they place on loved ones. Even our pregnant moms arrive worried about everything from labor and delivery to whether they’ll be able to breastfeed successfully. It’s moments like these when patients need respect most.

At MMH, we believe you should be an active participant in your care. We pledge to honor your wishes, whenever possible, and treat you with the utmost dignity and respect.
When communities have convenient access to care, local residents almost always benefit from improved health. At MMH, we’re committed to recruiting quality medical professionals to all of our facilities throughout southeastern Indiana. Pictured with his daughter, Chelsea, Dr. Darrell Brimhall started seeing patients in Brookville in 2020.
With 10 years of clinical experience and four children of his own, Dr. Darrell Brimhall knows a thing or two about caring for people of all ages. Last winter, Dr. Brimhall joined Margaret Mary’s team at the Health Center of Brookville. Board certified in family medicine, he enjoys treating a variety of patients, ranging from newborns to the elderly, and specializes in mental health concerns.

Dr. Brimhall and his wife, Kendra, recently moved their family to Brookville from Arizona after falling in love with the area’s small-town feel, rolling hills and nearby lakes and rivers. In his free time, he enjoys gardening, growing lavender, collecting rocks and spending time with his family.

To schedule an appointment with Dr. Brimhall at our Brookville location, call 765.647.5126.
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NATURE HEALS

Nurse Practitioner Theresa Fullenkamp utilizes the grassy area at our Six Pine Ranch campus to unwind. In 2018, MMH donated three acres of this property to the City of Batesville for development of a new recreational space. Named Freedom Park, it features a walking trail, playground and picnic tables.
A virus unlike any we’d ever experienced, COVID-19 changed, and continues to change, everyday life as we knew it. Starting in March, flexibility became a must as elective surgeries and screenings were canceled and our organization prepared for an influx of critically ill patients. Leadership went to work securing additional hospital beds, ventilators and face masks, all items that were in short supply nationwide.

Staff, whose traditional roles had been temporarily suspended, stepped up to take on new responsibilities and assist in areas they hadn’t previously worked. At MMH, the COVID-19 pandemic truly put our values of collaboration and respect to the test.

On our inpatient unit, nurses and doctors were treating some of the sickest patients they had ever encountered. Suited up in extensive personal protective

At a time when most Americans were asked to stay home to prevent the spread of COVID-19, our staff showed up to bravely serve the communities we love.

Our inpatient care team celebrates the recovery of one of our patients.

FIGHTING A PANDEMIC
equipment, we cared for patients who were not only struggling to breathe, but also anxious because their loved ones weren’t able to visit. Often overwhelmed with emotion, our staff mourned for the patients we lost and celebrated those who recovered.

What went on inside the walls of MMH during the pandemic was nothing short of inspiring. Yet, it was the support of our communities that fueled us to keep fighting.

When local residents were asked to make face masks, they pulled out their sewing machines to answer the call. Donated meals began showing up around the clock to ensure our frontline staff had convenient access to food.

Even our mailroom was overwhelmed with handwritten notes and cards of encouragement.

Over the past few months, “stronger together” has been the motto we’ve repeatedly shared with our team members and community. COVID-19 brought with it many moments of fear and uncertainty, but it was our ability to pull together that will be remembered most.

As we look toward the future, we know the COVID-19 pandemic is not yet behind us and we encourage you to continue to do your part to prevent the virus from spreading. As always, we are proud to be a part of your community and we thank you for putting your trust in our team.

SAFETY FIRST

In an effort to improve access to care and keep our sick patients separate from our healthy, MMH partnered with Batesville Primary School to open an additional clinic during the pandemic. Through the use of telehealth equipment, our medical professionals were able to safely and effectively care for patients at a distance.
COMMUNITY SUPPORT

From handmade face masks to Hill-Rom hospital beds, the generosity of our community during the COVID-19 pandemic was inspiring. Read on for a list of all those who made contributions as of June 17, 2020. Due to the overwhelming support, we apologize for any inadvertent errors or omissions in this publication.

THANK YOU TO OUR COMMUNITY FOR YOUR
A NURSE’S PERSPECTIVE ON COVID-19

“I leaned on my coworkers a lot to keep my spirits up when times got tough. Our team is so supportive of each other. We’re in this together. We celebrated our successes but also cried together when we needed to cry.”

- Amber Schornick, RN

AMAZING SUPPORT DURING THE PANDEMIC
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THINKING “OUTSIDE THE BOX”
Finding creative solutions to problems became a must during the pandemic. A special thanks to a concerned citizen and engineer, Michael Cambron, who generously designed and constructed intubation boxes and swab shields for the protection of our healthcare workers. Pictured, Dr. Frank Fiorito demonstrates how to use the box.
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TEAMWORK AT ITS FINEST
During the pandemic, our team members pulled together and volunteered to help out wherever needed. Some answered calls received through the COVID-19 hotline while others agreed to assist our inpatient care team. Pictured below, Mammography Tech Louise Bishoff helped screen patients for illness at our front entrance.
“Unprecedented.” This is a word that has been used over and over to describe the times in which we are living. Yet, what is also unprecedented are the extraordinary ways you, our donors and friends, have so generously gone above and beyond to support our team members, patients and community. Whether you donated to the COVID-19 Relief Fund, sewed masks or gowns, donated PPE or sent food or notes of encouragement to our team members, please know each and every gesture was sincerely appreciated.

Throughout 2019, your kindness allowed us to provide more than $18,000 in funding to support the telehealth initiative in Ripley County schools and more than $70,000 to create the Hope Fund for cancer patients in need. A Safe Haven Baby Box, featured in this report, was installed thanks to generous funding from the William A. & Martha H. Hillenbrand Foundation. Additionally, through a variety of community and individual initiatives, more than $7,000 was raised to provide wigs for cancer patients. These are just a few of the highlights!

We all make a difference everyday by the choices we make. We are humbled and honored so many of you continue to choose to support our mission of improving the health and wellness of our communities.

William Hillenbrand II, Chair, Board of Directors
Mary Dickey, Executive Director
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Recognizes those who have included the Foundation in their estate plans

Nancy Lee Cory*
Dorothy Nobbe*
Norma Kessens Roberts
Neal Wiggerman & Susan Kayser

*Deceased
OUR FOUNDATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS

WILLIAM HILLENBRAND II
CHAIR
President and CEO, The Morel Company

ROBERT WALSMAN
VICE CHAIR
Retired, Pharmacist, Nolte’s Pharmacy

MELANIE RIEHLE
SECRETARY
Attorney-at-Law

GEORGE JUNKER II
TREASURER
Retired, President, ClearPoint Federal Bank & Trust

DIANE BOHMAN
Senior Vice President, MSP Solutions, Elwood Staffing

JON GEERS, MD
Surgeon, MMH

KIMBERLY INSCHO
Vice President, Marketing and Human Resources, MMH

BOB KOESTER
Principle Broker/Owner, Tudor Square Realty

CHAD MILES
President and CEO, Enhanced Telecommunications Corporation

TIMOTHY PUTNAM, DHA
President and Chief Executive Officer, MMH

JENNY WILZ
Owner, Third Place

HOPE FUND

In 2019, with help from our Health Foundation, the Hope Fund was created to relieve financial burdens of cancer patients in need. Examples include indirect costs associated with needing cancer treatment, like utilities, transportation, food or caregiving. Thanks to our generous donors, more than $70,000 was raised for the fund!
Thanks to a grant from our Health Foundation, MMH recently installed a Safe Haven Baby Box which allows a mother to safely, securely and anonymously surrender her newborn if she’s unable to provide care. Funded by the William A. & Martha H. Hillenbrand Foundation, the Baby Box has been installed on the exterior wall of the hospital which faces Mitchell Avenue.

In 2000, Indiana enacted the Safe Haven Law to allow a mother to give up her unwanted infant under the age of 30 days without fear of arrest or prosecution. The Baby Box automatically locks when a newborn
This June, MMH officially unlocked its Safe Haven Baby Box, which allows mothers to safely surrender their newborns. The Baby Box was opened by Lisa Tuveson, William A. & Martha H. Hillenbrand Foundation Board Member, with assistance from Monica Kelsey, Safe Haven Baby Boxes Founder and CEO.

In attendance at the event were, from left, George Junker, MMH Board of Directors Chair; Mary Dickey, MMH Foundation Executive Director; Linda Znachko, He Knows Your Name Ministry Founder; Monica Kelsey, Safe Haven Baby Boxes Founder and CEO; Lisa Tuveson, William A. & Martha H. Hillenbrand Foundation Board Member; Megan Fitzsimmons, Community Supporter; Sr. Diane Jamison, MMH Board Member; Timothy Putnam, MMH President and CEO; Chad Hartsock, MMH Safety Coordinator and Bonnie Ploeger, MMH Quality and Risk Management Director.

is placed inside and a notification is sent to medical professionals. An MMH team member can quickly secure the surrendered newborn from an interior door.

In the last year, six babies have been surrendered inside Baby Boxes in the state of Indiana alone. Ours was the 25th Safe Haven Baby Box installed in our state. The Safe Haven Baby Box organization also staffs a 24-hour hotline (866-99BABY1) to give women the opportunity to talk to a trained professional as they consider safely surrendering their baby. Nationwide, 76 surrenders have resulted from calls to the hotline.
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Al Geis
Terry & Joan Geisentr
Ed (Si) & Pam Gerdeswky
Dwain & Kimberly Gesell
Rita Giesteng
Terry & Lori Giesting
Steve Gilland
Thomas & Susan Glaser
Jerry Glau Family
Edward & Cll Gible
Arash Golafshan & Dr. Kelley Fitzpatrick
Mr. & Mrs. James A. Goldsmith
Alan & Mary Graf
Mark Graver
David & Heather Gray
Mary Green
Brandon Gress
Erica Gunn
Abby Guter
Diane Guter
Ray & Marie Guter
Andrew & Anna Gutzwiller
Larry & Beth Gutzwiller
Marion Gutzwiller
Donald & Georgia Haarman
Lisa Haessig
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Dorothy Halcomb
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Brian Harbecke
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Rick Hartman
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Jack Hawkins
Thomas Helmich
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Matt Hertel
Arthur & Carol Hildebrand
Carolyn Hill
Dan Hillbrand
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Jerry & Rose Holt
Mike & Jean Hooton
Gary & Donna Huffmeyer
James Allen Hughes
Virginia Hunt
Bob & Diane Hunterman
John & Jana Irgang
Kady Ison
Carol Jackson
Robert & Susan Jester
Randy & Angele Jobst
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Dorine Kasch
Clay & Elizabeth Kellerman
John & Karen Kester
Mark Kieffer
Gerald & Constance Kinker
Joyce Kirschner
Timothy & Nancy Knigga
Dennis & Janet Koch
Mike & Marilyn Koester
Bob & Rae Koester
Ronald & Jane Kramer
Edwin & Debra Krause
Kenneth & Barbara Kruse & Nathan
Jim & Pauline Kurzel
John & Donna Kurkel
Don & Dorothy Kurutz
Kenneth & Ev Kuntz
Patricia Kuntz
Jim & Ann Kuntz
Dick & Mary Jane Kuntz
Kathy Kunze
Leroy & Bernice Laker
Dave & Julie Lambert & family
Eugene & Wende Lambert
Tim & Marianne Lambert
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Steven & Nancy Lille
Jeff Litter
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Larry & Barbara Luff
Joseph & Judy Luhring
Robert Maloney
Judith Mang
Scott & Marilyn Manlove
MMH Surgical Services
Chuck & Mary Anne Martz
Mary J. Huntington, Insurance Inc.
Dan & Mary Mattlingy
Lisa Mattucci-Hunter
Diane McKinney
Tom McKinney
Madison McCreary
Sheryl McCrery
Abby McDonough
George & Yvonne Mehlion
Larry & Cynthia Menkedick
John & Deb Messerschmidt
Joseph & April Meyer
Kenny & Mary Meyer
Alan & Lina Meyer
Nathan Meyer
Margaret Meyers
Rodger & Taison Meyers
Dyar & Bertha Miller
Bruce & Marian Miller
Darwin & Nancy Mock
William & Mary Ann Moeller
Marian Mollauan
Wendy Morley
Larry & Shirley Montgomery
Amber Moody
John & Elaine Moody
Rondal Morgan
Jim & Joan Moorman
Theodore Moorman
James Moreland
Paul & Susan Moster
Rosemary, John & Luke Moton
Jason & Tonya Myers
Ann Narwold
Marvin & Suzanne Narwold
Richard & Carol Narwold
Rita Negangard
Taneha Negangard
Karen Niedenholt
Rosie Niehoff
Ken & Teri Nobbe
Steve Nobbe
Bill & Lisa Nobbe
Peggy Norman
Tenah Nunley
Charles & Cindy Nurenberg
Shirly Oehlman
Jane O’Grady
Joseph & Trisha O’les
Jeff & Cheryl Olsen
John T. Spence & Colleen O’toole
Donald & Michele Paquette
Kenny Peetz & Mary Staros
Wilma Peetz
Pioneer Restaurant & Lounge
Richard & Kathleen Plasske
Zachary & Majestica Placke
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Erin Raines
Dwight & Rita Rauch
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Rennekamp Carpentry
David & Kris Reynolds
Richard & Jane Richle
Darrell & Christine Richter
Ormer & Joan Riedeman
Richard & Marcie Riehle
Kathy Riley & RD
John & Laurie Rodgers
Lawrence & Marilyn Rosenberg
James & Susanna Rowland
Dusty Russell
Patricia Sagaster
Bryan Sanders
Tom & Rhonda Savage
Susan Scheibell
Brent & Stephanie Schebler
David & Deborah Schneider
Arthur & Grace Schneider
Ronald & Yvonne Schneider
William & Sharon Schroentrop
Martha Schuman
Staci Schulte
Donald & Carolyn Schwegman
Tom & Patti Schettman
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Patricia Seegers
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Carol & Jeanne Siefert
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Buck & Edd Smitherman
Gregory & Theresa Simmons
Daniel & Erica Smith
Daniel & Marilyn Smith
Snikers & Peanuts
Randy Spaw
Jacob Speckmann
Mike & Liz Stenger
James & Mary Steur
John & Judith Steuri
Tim Steuri & Janice Hazel
Terry & Patricia Stoudier
Robert Stratweing
Michael & Christy Sutton
Tom Talbot
Jeremy Taylor
Tom Tepe
Christopher & Donna Tewney
Gloria Thack}
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Partners in Excellence ($2,500+)
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas Carothers
Dr. Jeffrey Hatcher
Rich Whalen & Emily Housley

Partners in Success ($1,500+)
Jaime & Jessalyn Ayon
Dr. Kim & Mr. Mike Kick
William G. McDonald III, MD

Distinguished Partners ($1,000+)
Dr. Gloria & Michael Breitlage
Dr. & Mrs. Jon F. Geers
Mr. Michael & Dr. Mary Robertson

Partners (Less than $1,000)
Dr. Brian Alberts
Dr. Thomas DeCilles & Jean Beischel
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas Broderick
Amy & Kevin Carpenter
Dr. & Mrs. James Devitt
Frank & Amanda Fiorito
Mr. Jeffrey & Dr. Gretchen Hartz
Mark & Molly Lindemeyer
Dr. Suzanne Martini
Charles E. McGovern, MD
Greg & Sarah McMullen
Dr. Raheem Nazeer
Dr. & Mrs. Michael Parker
Dr. Gerald Roper
Dr. Robert & Joanne Schrimp
Dr. Ben Yamaguchi, Jr.
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Anonimous (7)
Donna Anderson
Paul & Lisa Banks
LeeAnne Beiser
Greg & Brenda Benning & Family
Mary & Melissa Blanton
Jan Bree
Paul & Kimberly Brockman
Tammy Buchner
Eric & Rachel Busch
Ted & Kathy Cooley
Jeffrey & Linda Cole
Kimberly & Michael Crawley
Brian & Donna Daeger
Jack & Gloria Day & Family
Gena Dehart & Family
Brad & Mary Dickey Family
Mike & Tracy Dwenger
Randy & Vanessa Ellis
Patricia Floder
Roger & Donna Grossman
Jeffrey & Ann Hazelwood
Ric & Lynn Hetzel
Herb & Julia Hunter
Tim & Trish Hunter
Ken & Kem Inschco
Ronald & Melody Jobst
Kelly Kavanagh
Todd & Julie Keene
Sharon Kreuzman
Dennis & Vanda Laioge & Family
Liz & Jeff Lesing
Gary & Geralyn Litzinger Family
Kathy Moinsiter
James & Pamela Monnig
Becky & Ken Northon
Bonne Poerger
Kely Poltrack
Samantha Popp
Rev. Bill & Judy Powlen
Charles & Trisha Prickel
Tracy & Beth Rofring
Bill Russell
John Schoetelkotte
Beverl Schweizer
Steven Smith
Jennifer Swinney
Chris Weigel
Amy Williams
Mark & Venita Williams

*Denotes donation of at least one hour of pay per pay period

*Deceased
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Kenn & Anne Amberger
Mike & Donna Amrhein
Meg Applegate
Pat & Mary Back Family
Leesie Bailey
Melanie Barber
Ronald Baumgart
Meg Berry
Carrie Billman & Family
Brandy Bittner
Wendy Bockoven
Amanda Bolos
Melissa Boor
Brian & Brittany Bradley
Paul & Trina Brandon
Dawn Brattain
Jason & Christy Brelegi
Julia Braderick
Brian & Sheri Brougher
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Bob Busch
Romain & Trisha Candelot
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Greg & Kasi Christin & Family
Joyce Clark
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Rita Cooper
Kari Craig
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Christian Denny
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Rick & Jan Enneking

Kat & Mikaela Fasbinder
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Fehlinger
Adam & Linda Fischer
Melanie Flodder
Luke & Sarah Foley
Chuck & Janet Ford
Misty French
Calli Freyer & Family
Pat Prondonf
Lisa Fullenkamp
Theresa Fullenkamp, FNP-BC
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Abby Gesell
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Mike & Lori Giltz
The Gloyts
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Jule Hamby
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Jeff Hartz
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Chelsie Jackson
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Nikki King
Jen Kramer
Emily Laker
Lawrence & Deborah Lamping
Mike & Shawnia Langworthy
Karen Lanham & Family
Jason & Julie Laudick
Linde Lecher
Monica Liver
Ed & Nancy Louchard
Barb Luft
Carl & Joni Lunsford
Annette MacFarlane & Family
Susan Magee
Kristin Manning
Ann-Marie & Scott Marsh
Bradley & Martina Martin
Chuck & Mary Ann Mertz
Lori Mauer
Michael & Sue McMullen
Gina Meadows
Brad & Jenny Melhorn
Ryan & Rachel Metcalf
Beverly Metze
Jennifer Meyer
Gordon & Patricia Meyer
Jay & Elizabeth Meyerson
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Gary Conant, remembered by James & Donna Huneke
Melissa Crum, remembered by Carolyn Billman
Dr. A.A. Daffory, remembered by Family of Dr. A.A. Daffory
Daniel Dallais, remembered by Michael & Kimberly Crawley
Ray Davidson, remembered by John Bauman
Gary and Doris Brandes
Gene Crowell
William Ertel

Maxine Mock
David & Beth Mueller
Lynn Robbins
Dorothy Schoetelkote
Ham & Jean Strewing
David & Rita Wallpe
Rita Zimmerman

John Fixmer, remembered by James & Nichole Czernek
Frank Frondorf, remembered by Pat Frondorf
Gary & Susan Gartenman, remembered by Pat & Mary Back Family
Lisa Gehl, remembered by Kitty Kavanaugh
Carl Gillman, remembered by Paul & Annette MacFarlane
Georgene Gillman, remembered by Paul & Annette MacFarlane
Doan Fee Gin, remembered by Kenn & Anne Amberger
Edward Goble, remembered by Clara Goble

Kenneth Goodin, remembered by Baylor Trucking
Nobie Jackson
Russ & Mary Green, remembered by Tom & Jan Wespiser
Carla Shelton, remembered by Jim & Trish Hunter
Denise Gunter, remembered by Shane & Danielle Simon

Hank Gutmann, remembered by Tim & Teresa Wuestefeld
Carl Hudebrantd, remembered by Jeff & Janie Schnircher
Alona Hafer, remembered by Jane O’Grady
Rose Hall, remembered by Branden & Kandi Nobbe
William Hankins, remembered by Michael & Kimberly Crawley
Michael Hansen, remembered by Steve & Tori Glaser
Jim & Jere Sturges
Aliyn Harvey, remembered by Mike & Tracy Dwenger
Chuck & Janell Ford
John Harvey, remembered by Mike & Tracy Dwenger
Mary Hazelwood, remembered by Keith & Ann Hazelwood
Beverly Henry, remembered by Tamara Cunningham
Dale Herbert, remembered by Michael & Kimberly Crawley
Judith Mang
Kent Hildebrand, remembered by Michael & Kimberly Crawley
Margaret Hill, remembered by Lynn Strewing
Mary "Mim" Hillenbrand, remembered by Ron & Peg Fastbinder

Ray Hillenbrand, remembered by Nancy Raver
Janice Hoff, remembered by Timothy & Marcy Wurtz
Julia C. Horning, remembered by Luke & Sarah Foley and Family
Tom & Mary Horning
Robert "Bob" Hortemiller, remembered by Anonymous
Kenneth & Anne Baran
Stephen & Gloria Bedal
Doug & Judy (Cutter) Behmer
Larry Billman
Kevin & Pamela Chaffee
John & Ruth Conner
Roy & Linda Coyle

Jeanne Crowell
DCEH Officer Team
Bruce & Joanne Dickman
Ron & Linda Eineman
Jake & Nancy Flannery
Dee Fritsch
Kathy Gausman

Scott & Lisa Gausman
Ed (Sk ) & Pam Gerdowski
Edward & Clara Goble
Ray & Marie Gunter
Dave & Deborah Hartman
Wendy Havens
Betty Hortemiller
Gary & Donna Huffman

Dennis & Janet Koch
Ronald & Jane Kramer
Dick & Mary Jane Kunz
Jim & Ann Kunz
Tim & Marianne Lambert
Tim Macausky & Kathy Gausman
Scott & Marilyn Marlove
Larry & Cynthia Menick
John & Deb Messerschmidt
John & Elaine Moody
Jim & Joan Moorman
Rosemary, John & Luke Moton

Richard & Carol Norwald
Bill & Lisa Nobbe
Charles & Cindy Nunenburg
Jeff & Mary Oller
Wilma Peetz
Richard & Kathleen Placke
William & Sharon Schoentrup
Mike & Liz Stenger
Tim Steuri & Janice Hazel
James & Mary Steuri
John & Judith Steuri
David (Frank) & Marlene Vogelsang
Mike & Gayla Vonderheide

Roger & Kathy Wagner
Andrew & Eileen Weisenbach
Joan Weisenbach
Dennis & Andrea Westerfeld
Mino & Debi Williams
Bill & Constance Wintz
Charlie & Jill Zimmerman
Evelyn Huber, remembered by Robert & Ann Edwards
Susan Huffman, remembered by Kitty Kavanaugh
Roberta Strewing

Charles Leonard Huntington, remembered by Becky Featherdor
Ruth Jackson, remembered by Joe & Tanya Bittner
Paul Johnson, remembered by James & Donna Huneke
Alvin Kessens, remembered by Vivian Fischmer
Ed Kirschner, remembered by Joyce Kirschner
Mary Koetter, remembered by Marion Gutzwiller
Elmer J. Krieger, remembered by Norma Krieger Bender
Michael & Beth Gutapfel

Charlotte Lauren Laloge, remembered by Dennis & Vanda Lalage
Joseph E. Lambert, remembered by Catherin Sreckovich
Lucilla C. Lampert, remembered by Anonymous
Rita Aig
Mary Jo Beck
Steven & Pamela Brown
Lindoa Crowell

George & Yvonne Mehlkon
Theodore & Beth Moorman
John & Laurie Rodgers
Mike & Gayla Vonderheide
Sandra Wakefield
Gavin Lee, remembered by Christina Denny

Wanimba Linkel, remembered by Sheryl McCreary

Mildred Lovell, remembered by Marian Mollan
Sue (Wenner) Lowe, remembered by Eric & Karen Lanham
Jason Luers, remembered by Anonymous

Joe Lunsford, remembered by Carl & Joni Lunsford
James N. Mahle, remembered by Marauda & Marcy Metcalf
Jack Martin, remembered by James & Donna Huneke
Vonda McClanahan, remembered by Michael & Darla Metcalf

Aiden Mehlbauer, remembered by Rick & Mary Sue Koch
Claude & Margorie Metcalf, remembered by Margaret Palser
Dennis Meyer, remembered by Jennifer Meyer

Judy Meyer, remembered by Pat & Mary Back Family
Miraa R. Miranda, remembered by Bill & Denise Hillenbrand

Ronald J. Moorman, remembered by Lotus & Elizabeth Herbert

Herb & Mary Moorman
Frances Mullins, remembered by Thomas & Rebecca Baumer

David & Patricia Borman
James Allen Hughes
Patricia Sagster & Curt, Tina & Hannah

Gloria Tckery
Don & Tammy Volz
Joseph & Elaine Westling

Alice Nobbe, remembered by Anonymous

Carol & Bruce Band

Dale & Rachel Lutz
Don & Kim Yager
Joan Yager

Marilyn Nobbe, remembered by Henry & Deann Schneider
Paul R. Palmer, remembered by Margaret Palmer

Glen Hafer, remembered by Nancy Raver
Kimberly Protheroe, remembered by George & Martha Juncker
Nicholas Riedle, remembered by Anonymous

Craig Bauman

Richard & Wanda Becker
Timothy & Julie Bancamp
Gary & Delores Cornett
Linda Doyal
Ann & Anthony Gehl
Steve & Joanne Gillard
Edward & Clara Goble
Andrew & Anna Gutzwiller

Larry & Beth Gutzwiller
Nick Hartman
James & Mary Jo Heppner
Gary & Donna Huffman

Edwin & Debra Krause
Kenneth & Barbara Kruze & Nathan
Herbert & Mildred Lamping
Margaret Meyers
Rondal & Joan Moore
Dwight & Rita Rauch

Daniel & Marilyn Smith
Mike & Gayla Vonderheide
James & Victoria Wintz
Kyle & Amber Wirth
Mark & Roseann Wirth

Timothy Arthur Robinison, remembered by Jim & Paula Doyle

Jerry "Rut" Rov, remembered by Bill & Pat Meer

Leonard & Esther Rohs, remembered by Glenn & Janet Rohs

George Renshaw, remembered by Anonymous

Michael W. Sacksteder, remembered by Jody & Carrie Bentley

Julie Brown
Alan & Mary Graf
Brent Sarringhaus, remembered by Ede Sarringhaus
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Theresa Scheele, remembered by Anonymous
Amy Adams
Michael & Nancy Christin
Charles & Andrea Hartman
Timothy & Nancy Knigga
Joseph & Judy Luhring
Timothy & Patty Meyer
Burton Sintz, remembered by Virginia Hunt
Karen Niedenthal
Steven W. Smith, remembered by Steven Smith
Gilbert Stamper, remembered by Paul & Tina Brandon
Jossefina Stenger, remembered by David & Carolyn Hoff
Don & Dorothy Kuntz
Kenneth & Evy Kuntz
Lawrence & Marilyn Rosenberger
Jerry Stevens, remembered by Michael & Kimberly Crawley
Joe Stin, remembered by Anonymous
Ruth Stork, remembered by Don & Janet Stork
Lynn Struewing, remembered by Patricia Whittington
Paul Sutton, remembered by Mark & Beth Schutte
Christina Sutton, remembered by Roger & Deanna Young
Roy Thomas, remembered by Greg & Brenda Benning & Family
Steven & Debra Boyd
Linda Towe, remembered by Terry & Patricia Stoudier
Wenleco, Inc.
Lillian Tuftis, remembered by Joe & Tanya Bitner
David Wagner, Sr., remembered by Ronald & Melody Jobst
Tim Waller, remembered by Mary Waller
Clare Quinn Walter, remembered by Christine Wachsman
Bill & Monique Wespierser, remembered by Tom & Jim Wespierser
Martha "Marly" Wilhelm, remembered by Brian Wilhelm
Thomas Wilkening, remembered by Don & Janet Stork
Kimberly Marie Willenbrink, remembered by Christine Wachsman
Brenda Sue Wilson, remembered by Linda Canada
Evelyn Clark
Wanda Monroe
Bobbi Princell
David Wilson, remembered by Anonymous
Mark & Marsha Comer
Rodney & Lynn Dinkhising
Harold & Mary Effing
Cheryl Perkins
Michael & Jennifer Perkins
Michael & Christy Sutton
Herman L. Wise, remembered by Robin’s Exchange
Gerald Wuest, remembered by Michael & Kimberly Crawley
Malcom Wurtz, remembered by Timothy & Marcy Wurtz
Rosemary Wurtz, remembered by Timothy & Marcy Wurtz
Rosella Zeiser, remembered by Christa Romani
James Zinzler, remembered by Dorine Kash

2019 ANNUAL GIFTS - IN-KIND DONATIONS

Adventures in Travel
Amack’s Well
American Legion Post 337
Dale & Anne Amrhein
Angel Light Therapeutic Massage LLC
Anthropologie
Anytime Fitness
Batesville Chrysler Dodge Jeep
Batesville High School
Batesville Liquor Co.
Batesville Singers
Bedel’s Marathon
Charlie & Lee Anne Beiser
Bell’s House of Tobacco
Belterra Casino Resort
Doug Bessler
Big Four Café
Bird in a Tree Boutique
Blue Mum Soap Co., LLC
Boca Restaurant Group
Boston International
Brenda Benning Photography
Broadway Across America
Brookville Butcher
Brian & Shari Broughter
Dr. Thomas & Lisa Brown
Buck Creek Winery
Buckley’s Service Center
Chaffee Turf Service Inc.
Children’s Dental Care
Cincinnati Bra Lady
Cincinnati Museum Center at Union Terminal
Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park
Classic Pizza
Barron & Thais Cook
Cook Performance, LLC
Covered Bridge Golf Course
Jane & Allen Craig
Craig Distributing
Crystal Lemburgh Photography
William & Celeste Cutler
CVS Pharmacy
Daffodils’ Flowers & Gifts
Mary A. Daily
Daisy Queen
Daisy’s Doggie Daycare
Dan & Catherine Dalton
Dee Thomas Properties & Jean Beischel
Deeper Roots Coffee
Steve Deputty
Dewey’s Pizza
Brad & Mary Dickey
Dave & Sandra Dickey
John & Terri Dickey
Mr. Donald Dickey & Mrs. Elaine Brouillette
Donlap Building Materials
Enhanced Telecommunications Corporation
Ertel Celias Winery
Evergreen Design & Construction
Expression Florist & Gifts
Jody & Kimberly Fledderman
Forefront Dermatology
Jeff Francisco & Cathy Wildt
Freddy’s Frozen Custard
Don & Karen Freeland
French Kick Resort
Dr. & Mrs. Joe Geraci
George’s Family Pharmacy
Ostion Theatre
Curtis & Andrea Gillman
Thomas & Susan Glaser
Golden Sudz Grooming
Dian Graham
Liz Gratz
Guys & Gals Quarters Salon & Day Spa
Diana Haldeman
Dan & Elizabeth Hall
Hard Truth Hills
Harry & Izzy’s
Dr. Jeffrey Hatcher
Gary & Amy Hawkins
Heather 2 Toe Hair & Nail Salon
Hertle’s Shoe Store
Hidden Beauty Salon
Hidden Valley Golf Club
Hillcrest Golf & Country Club
Bill & Denise Hillenbrand
Joan & John Hillenbrand
Nancy & Gus Hillenbrand
Peter Hillenbrand
Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari
Home Depot
Horseshoe Southern Indiana
Rick Whalen & Emily Housley
iBliss Photo Booth
Indiana Pacers
Indianapolis Indians
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
Ken & Kim Inscho
Iron Timbers
Island Haus Co.
Jaynebug’s Giftique
Jen & Jules Custom Cookies
Scott & Shannon Johnson
Tom & Cindy Johnson
George & Martha Junker
KATE’ed Cakes
Clay & Elizabeth Kellerman
Kendra Scott
Ryan & Leah King
Knights of Columbus Council 1461
Koch Auto & Truck Repair, Inc.
Kristen Braun Massage
Kurt Lewin Care, Inc.
Langen Meats
Senator Jean Leasing
Leasing Executives & Mulch
Brenda & Tina Longstreet
Louisville Mega Cavern
Paul & Annette MacFarlane
Adam & Brooke Maple
Maurice McDonald III, MD
Melitta North America, Inc.
Meyer Rentals
Chad & Jenny Miles
Dyer & Bertha Miller
Miller’s Power Wash, Inc.
Monarch Beverage Company, Inc.
Napoleon State Bank
National Benefit Auctions & Events
Negandang Tent & Party Rental
North Branch Golf Course
Osterling Chimney Sweep, LLC – Hearth & Stove Shoppe
Ollier Masonry
Otolaryngology
Otis Clinical Diagnostics
Phi Beta Psi Sorority
Pioneer Restaurant & Lounge
Tommy Pittman
Precision Design Designs
Proximo Distillers, LLC
Puikamps Flooring Plus
Randi’s Roadhouse
Joe & Anne Raver
Reclain
Dennis, Maria & Hannah Richter
Don & Melanie Richtie
Bruce & Mary Ellen Ripple
Michael & Michael & Dr. Mary Robertson
Jerry & Cecilia Rose
Ruth Kris Steak House
S&B Driving School
Tom & Jan Santierre
Sana & Viji Saravanan
Garry & Donna Sauley
Tim & Rhonda Savage
Scimitar Bakery
Dennis & Patricia Schranks
Rick “Bubba” Shaney
Sharpe Painting, LLC
Shoeping Imagery
Shear Magic
Snickers & Peanuts
Snyder’s Concrete Statues
Southwestern Indiana YMCA
Carla & Peter Stenger
Sticks
Shawn & Diane Storms
Sunman Legion
Syd’s Wash & Clean
The Brau Haus
The BroBasket
The Capital Grille
The Depot
The Horos
Third Place LLC
Three Points Fiber Mill
Thrive Market
Tinker Coffee Co.
Rob and Cindy Todd
Tri Kappa-Delta Rho Chapter
Tri-County Collision
Jeff Triwedi
Erik and Lisa Tuveson
US Foods
Value Vending LLC
Vanguard Institutional Advisory Services
Vineyard Vines
Vinyl Solutions Unlimited
Mike & Gayla Vanderheide
Dave & Andrea Wade
Walhill Farm
Nathan & Beth Walsman
Robert & Mary Anne Walsman
Tom & Jan Wespierser
Nancy Widdowson
Mark & Venita Williams
Erin Wilson
Casey & Susi Wolfe
WRBI Radio
Deanna Young
5 Oaks Lawn & Garden
CANCER CARE
Margaret Mary Outpatient and Cancer Center
24 Six Pine Ranch Road, Batesville
812.932.4673

REHAB SERVICES
Margaret Mary Rehab Center
206 State Route 129, Batesville
812.934.6199

FAMILY MEDICINE
Margaret Mary Medical Arts Center
188 State Route 129, Batesville
812.934.6400

Margaret Mary Physician Center
26 Six Pine Ranch Road, Batesville
812.934.5252

Margaret Mary Health Center of Brookville
11137 U.S. 52, Brookville
765.647.5126

Margaret Mary Health Center of Osgood
112 N. Buckeye St, Osgood
812.689.3424

Margaret Mary Physician Partners of Milan
930 N. Main St, Milan
812.819.8500

INTERNAL MEDICINE
Mary Robertson, MD
1088 State Route 229, Batesville
812.933.1858

PEDIATRICS
Margaret Mary Pediatrics - Main Campus
321 Mitchell Avenue, Batesville
812.933.5018

Margaret Mary Pediatrics - Brookville
11137 U.S. 52, Brookville
812.933.5018

MEDICAL SPECIALISTS
Cardiology
Margaret Mary Health - Main Campus
321 Mitchell Avenue, Batesville
812.933.5625

ENT
Margaret Mary Outpatient and Cancer Center
24 Six Pine Ranch Road, Batesville
812.933.0985

Margaret Mary Professional Center
1033 State Route 229, Batesville
812.669.1490

Gastroenterology
Margaret Mary Outpatient and Cancer Center
24 Six Pine Ranch Road, Batesville
812.933.5110

General Surgery
Margaret Mary Physician Center
26 Six Pine Ranch Road, Batesville
812.933.1600
812.934.9191

Obstetrics/Gynecology
Margaret Mary Physician Center
26 Six Pine Ranch Road, Batesville
812.933.5544

Margaret Mary Physician Partners of Milan
930 N. Main St, Milan
812.819.8500

Occupational Health
Margaret Mary Occupational Health and Wellness Center
1051 State Route 229, Batesville
812.932.5105

Orthopaedic Surgery
Margaret Mary Physician Center
26 Six Pine Ranch Road, Batesville
812.933.3765

Margaret Mary Orthopaedic and Specialty Center
256 State Route 129, Batesville
812.934.6428

Podiatry/Wound Care
Margaret Mary Orthopaedic and Specialty Center
256 State Route 129, Batesville
812.932.4700

Pulmonology
Margaret Mary Professional Center
1033 State Route 229, Batesville
812.933.5110

Sleep Medicine
Margaret Mary Professional Center
1033 State Route 229, Batesville
812.933.5110

Urology
Margaret Mary Outpatient and Cancer Center
24 Six Pine Ranch Road, Batesville
812.933.5110